I. INTRODUCTION
T HE UNIT cell of microstrip printed reflectarrays usually uses patches or slots to vary the phase of the reflected wave. For passive structures, modifying the dimensions of the patch [1] or the length of the slot [2] or the stub [3] permits to change the resonant frequency and so the reflected phase. Several resonators are generally combined, on a single-layer [4] or a multilayer [5] substrate(s), to increase the phase range. However, single-layer solutions are preferable as they result in a simpler technological process. For reconfigurable reflectarrays, the reflected phase has to be controlled dynamically over 360 with a reduced number of reconfigurable elements loading the unit cell. This reduced number permits to preserve a low cost antenna. Different kinds of elements can be used to provide this reconfigurability such as p-i-n diodes [6] , varicap diodes [7] and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) switches [8] .
In this letter, we propose a new dual-polarization phaseshifting cell combining several resonators and using a reduced number of capacitances to tune the phase. It is an evolution of the C-band cell we studied in [9] . Here, a further step toward a future reconfigurable cell in Ku-band is presented. Although the cell is still passive, an improved design is proposed relying on a technological process fully compatible with MEMS implementation. It also takes benefit of the required dielectric assembly to add a supplementary vertical slot in order to improve the linearity of the phase response without increasing cell size. A study of the effect of incidence angle is also given. 
II. PROPOSED PHASE-SHIFTING CELL
The proposed phase-shifting cell ( Fig. 1 ) is designed using a technological process that is fully compatible with the fabrication of MEMS capacitive elements. It is thus a preliminary step toward a future reconfigurable cell. The cell is printed on a chip of fused silica of relative permittivity 3.78 and of thickness 0.525 mm placed on a 3.04-mm-thick RO4003 substrate of relative permittivity 3.55. It consists of two orthogonal sets of trapezoidal slots. Each of the smallest slots in the center of the cell is loaded with just one capacitance. Modifying the value of this capacitance permits to modulate the electric length of the corresponding slot and to control the phase of the reflected wave. Six slots are combined for each polarization in order to enhance the bandwidth. The longest slots, rectangular ones, are located on the vertical edges of the chip of silica (Fig. 2) . The resonant frequency of the largest trapezoidal slot was optimized by adjusting the dimensions of the metallic strips loading this slot. The -oriented slots are used for -polarization, and vice versa. The connection between the metallization on silica and the metallization on RO4003 is provided using vertical metallic strips in the four corners of the chip (Fig. 2) .
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III. INITIAL CELL PERFORMANCES
The performances of the proposed topology have been assessed at 12.5 GHz with periodic (master/slave) boundary conditions and Floquet port for the excitation, using HFSS electromagnetic simulator.
When the loads of the central slots evolve from an open circuit to a short circuit through interdigital capacitances for the intermediate states (Fig. 3) , the phase range provided at the central frequency is 326 (Fig. 4) . As a possible application, eight different phase states with a uniform 45 separation could be produced. The maximum difference in frequency dispersion between two phase states is 54 GHz at 12.5 GHz, which reflects the parallelism between the phase responses. Moreover, losses are less than 1 dB above 11.7 GHz (Fig. 4) . The dimensions (in micrometers) of each interdigital capacitance are summarized in Table I . Table II shows the values of the ideal capacitances (lumped elements in HFSS simulations) providing the same phase responses as the used interdigital capacitances. Furthermore, both polarizations are independent; indeed, when the capacitances loading the -oriented central slots are modified and the capacitances loading the -oriented central slots are maintained fixed, the reflected phase and losses of -polarization are not modified (Fig. 5) . Note that similar results are obtained for all the possible states in -polarization.
The longest slots, rectangular ones, located on the vertical edges of the chip of silica are essential for the good functioning of the cell. They permit to provide a good parallelism between the different phase responses, over a large bandwidth, without increasing cell size. In order to demonstrate their contribution to the linearity and parallelism of the curves, an additional simulation has been achieved where these vertical slots are short-circuited (Fig. 6) . A comparison to Fig. 4 clearly shows that the bandwidth is now severely reduced with a sharp resonance at higher frequencies.
IV. CELL PERFORMANCES UNDER INCIDENCE
A unit cell must operate over a range of angle of incidence representative of the real illumination conditions of the array. To do so, the cell is now placed in an infinite periodic array. It is illuminated with a plane wave under oblique incidence (Fig. 7) . In this section, just the TM polarization (E-plane) is presented as the TE polarization (H-plane) will be treated in Section V where the cell is simulated inside a metallic waveguide. For the TM polarization (E-plane), parasitic resonances appear, even for a slight angle of incidence , as it is shown in Fig. 8  for state 4 . These resonances appear at frequencies higher than 12.5 GHz and lower than 12 GHz. Fig. 9 illustrates the phase responses and losses of the cell for the TM polarization (E-plane), for all states, with incidence angle up to 30 , in the reduced bandwidth (12-12.5 GHz). The provided phase range is around 320 regardless of the angle of . Phase responses and losses of the cell for the TM polarization (E-plane) in a reduced frequency band for different incidence angles (for any state of the -polarization).
incidence. When the incidence angle is increased, losses become higher, and the different phase responses of the cell are slightly shifted toward lower frequencies. However, for incidence angle up to 20 , losses are less than 1 dB all over the band (4%), and the different phase responses are maintained parallel. An additional simulation, for a particular incidence angle ( , ) when the cell is loaded with the same capacitances in both polarizations, shows that the magnitude of the cross-polarization reflection is maintained below 25 dB over the bandwidth 12-12.5 GHz (Fig. 10) , which demonstrates the isolation between both polarizations.
V. WAVEGUIDE APPROACH AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In order to initiate an experimental validation of the performances, the cell is now simulated using the waveguide approach by placing two identical cells at the end of a -mm rectangular metallic waveguide (Fig. 11) . This specific waveguide configuration corresponds to an incidence angle in TE polarization (here at 12.5 GHz). The behavior is globally similar to the case under normal incidence. The phase range provided at 12.5 GHz is 331 , and a good parallelism between the phase responses is preserved.
Different layouts have been fabricated and measured in order to validate the performances of the cell. Fig. 12 illustrates two identical cells inside the metallic waveguide. Each of the vertical metallic strips in the corners of the cell, used in simulations to provide the connection between the metallization on silica and the metallization on RO4003, are replaced with three bondings in the real implementation.
A comparison between the simulated and measured reflected phase is illustrated in Fig. 13 . The slight difference observed is due to the uncertainty on the fabrication of the interdigital capacitances. Measurements of the capacitances loading the cells were made using a binocular loupe coupled to a PC. The measured accuracy in the width of the gap separating the interdigited fingers is m. A difference in dimensions between the capacitances of the same polarization was observed. This difference generates a nonsymmetrical loading in the cell which may result in a parasitic resonance [10] . Fig. 14 shows that, in our case, parasitic resonances appear at 11.85 and 12.7 GHz, respectively, for the configurations called "State 7" and "State 5" in Table I .
A retro simulation of the configuration "State 5" with nonsymmetrical capacitances (due to the m accuracy in the dimensions) shows that the parasitic resonance appears around 12.6 GHz (Fig. 15) , which demonstrates the detrimental role of this asymmetry in the appearance of these resonances. Despite this weakness, the cell can operate efficiently on the 12-12.5-GHz band (4%). VI. CONCLUSION A new phase-shifting cell for dual linearly polarized reflectarrays is proposed. It uses just four capacitances to control independently the reflected phase in both polarizations. The cell is designed using a technological process fully compatible with MEMS implementation. Simulations show that the phase varies linearly with the frequency providing 325 of phase range with low losses over 11.2% of bandwidth. Different cells were fabricated and measured in a metallic waveguide. Comparison between simulated and measured phase validated the phase range provided when the capacitive loading of the central slots evolves from an open circuit to a short circuit. Due to the uncertainty of the fabrication process, parasitic resonances appear, reducing the bandwidth to 4%. Furthermore, simulations have demonstrated quite similar behavior when the cell is illuminated with an incidence angle up to 20 .
